PRESS RELEASE

GANZ Lite IP: New IP-Camera series
Düsseldorf – Network cameras are finding their way in the low-priced GANZ Lite series

With a total of six models, CBC presents the IP camera series "GANZ Lite IP". In addition to a CS-mount camera, an
outdoor bulletcamera, cubecamera as well as indoor and outdoor dome camera are available.
All external models provide up to 22 frames per second at a resolution of 2048 * 1536 (3MP), full-HD, it is worth highlighting
is the dome camera LN-DT2M-IR with IP68 protection class 30 / IK10.
Due to the special design and the comparatively compact dimensions, the Cubekamera LN Q2M or the Mini dome camera
LN-MD136 are ideal for applications in private rooms. In contrast to the verdeckteren monitor with infrared light, the LN
Q2M has an integrated LED white light that is activated when motion is detected.
All models can be supplied optionally with PoE or 12VDC. Analysis functions are also integrated, such as for example an
object detection and detection of camera tampering. The cameras of the whole Lite IP series are available now.

Product images can be found here:
Outdoor bullet camera:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/HochaufloesendeBilder/IP-Systeme/LN-B2M.png
Indoor dome with IR:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/HochaufloesendeBilder/IP-Systeme/LN-D2M-IR.png
Mini-Indoordome:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/HochaufloesendeBilder/IP-Systeme/LN-MD136M.png
Outdoor dome:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/HochaufloesendeBilder/IP-Systeme/LN-DT2M-IR.png
Cubecamera:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/HochaufloesendeBilder/IP-Systeme/LN-Q2M.png
CS-Mountcamera:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/HochaufloesendeBilder/IP-Systeme/LN-C2M.png
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Datasheets:
Outdoor bullet camera:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/Downloads/Datenblaetter/GANZLite/IP/LN-B2M_en.pdf
In-/outdoordome with IR:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/Downloads/Datenblaetter/GANZLite/IP/LN-D(T)2M-IR_en.pdf
Mini-Indoor dome:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/Downloads/Datenblaetter/GANZLite/IP/LN-MD136M_en.pdf
Cubecamera:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/Downloads/Datenblaetter/GANZLite/IP/LN-Q2M_en.pdf
CS-Mountcamera:
http://www.cbc-cctv.com/fileadmin/Contents/Downloads/Datenblaetter/GANZLite/IP/LN-C2M_en.pdf
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CBC (Europe) GmbH belongs to the CBC Group, one of the largest manufacturers of video surveillance system, and
can look back on 23 years of successful business in Germany. CBC is an international trading company which was
founded in Tokyo, Japan, in 1925 by Mr. Utaro Doi.
Advanced video surveillance products are being continuously planned, developed and produced at our Japanese
parent company in Tokyo. Numerous innovations have been successfully launched on the market, especially in the
field of lens and camera technology. The lenses we have been producing for 30 years are developed and
manufactured in our overseas works.

